We ask the following question in this paper: Can the goals of centralized WiFi scheduling be achieved using purely distributed operations? We present a solution called Look Who's Talking (LWT) that allows for arbitrary schedules to be distributed to nodes in a WiFi network. The nodes in the network then use purely local and distributed operations to achieve the prescribed schedule. The scope of LWT in this paper is restricted to a single collision domain (single or multiple cells), but we discuss how LWT can be extended to multiple collision domains. We use both experimental evaluations (using a WARP-based testbed) and simulation-based analysis (using ns3) to evaluate LWT.
INTRODUCTION
Most WiFi deployments today use the distributed coordination function (DCF) mode of the IEEE 802.11 standard [1] . The DCF mode of operation is simple and scalable, and requires a participating node to listen to the channel and make contention decisions purely on locally available information. The contention algorithm in turn is controlled by * This work was funded in part by the National Science Foundation under grants IIP-1343435 and CNS-1319455, and the Wayne J. Holman Endowed Chair.
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The IEEE 802.11 point coordination function (PCF) mode on the other hand relies on centralized scheduling by the access-point (AP) [1] . Theoretically, the scheduling algorithm at the AP can be arbitrarily defined. The problems with PCF are two-fold: i) it uses a polling process that incurs heavy overheads, especially in dynamic load conditions, and ii) the standard does not specify how APs should coordinate with each other to prevent collisions across cells.
There has been interest lately on the problem of achieving the benefits of centralized scheduling while retaining the simplicity and scalability benefits of distributed operations 1 [3] . The benefits of centralized scheduling are the following:
• Predictability: Applications and services that require predictable service can expect to receive it in a setting with centralized scheduling. The central scheduler has complete control over what is transpiring in the network, and hence provide assurances.
• Differentiation: Applications and services can be provided with different resource allocations depending on their requirements. While there are distributed approaches to accomplish this goal (e.g., IEEE 802.11e [1] ), they are quite coarse in the differentiation they provide.
• Efficiency: Finally, in environments where operational efficiency is an issue (e.g., in high-density WiFi deployments), centralized scheduling can lead to higher efficiencies.
On the other hand, the advantages of purely distributed operations are the lack of a single point of failure or bottleneck, scalability with the number of nodes, and backward compatibility with how WiFi is predominantly used today [4] .
The context for this paper is this bridge between centralized scheduling and purely distributed operations. We ask 1 In a related domain, software-defined networks (SDNs) aim to accomplish a similar goal (e.g., OpenFlow [2] ). the following question:Can the goals of centralized scheduling be achieved using purely distributed operations? We present a solution called Look Who's Talking (LWT) that allows for arbitrary schedules to be distributed to nodes in a WiFi network. The nodes in the network then use purely local and distributed operations to achieve the prescribed schedule. The scope of this paper is restricted to a single collision domain (single or multiple cells), but we briefly discuss how LWT can be extended to multiple collision domains.
The core research contributions are however in how LWT tackles (i) work conservation under dynamic load conditions; (ii) schedule tracking when transmissions are outside decodable (but detectable) ranges; and (iii) expansion of local information when hidden terminals exist. We use both experimental evaluations and simulations-based analysis to study the performance of LWT, and show that not only are the mechanisms in LWT quite practical and achievable, but the performance of LWT in terms of adherence, efficiency, and protocol overhead is attractive.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some background information on WiFi and presents the problem definition. Section 3 outlines the LWT solution. Section 4 discusses the performance of LWT, and Section 5 concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM DEFINITION

WiFi DCF -A Primer
The Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) mode of IEEE 802.11 ( [1] ) is a Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) MAC protocol. It belongs to the listen before talk family of protocols. Before a transmitter node (Tx) transmits, it senses the channel to determine if there are other nodes transmitting. If the channel is busy, the Tx 2 defers until the channel becomes idle. If the channel is idle for a specified duration (the DCF interframe space (DIFS)) the Tx infers the channel to be idle and randomly selects a backoff number in [0, cw], where cw is the the contention window. Then, the Tx counts down the backoff number in terms of backoff slots. If the channel becomes busy before the backoff timer expires, the Tx freezes its backoff and defers until the channel becomes idle again. Otherwise, the Tx transmits when the backoff number becomes zero. If the DATA transmission is successfully received, the receiver node (Rx) sends an ACK after a short interframe space (SIFS) duration. Fig. 1 shows the timeline for a DCF transmission. An optional mechanism, exchanging short control frames (RTS and CTS frames) before the data transmission, can be used to decrease the probability and impact of collisions, but is rarely used due to its associated overheads.
Scheduled WiFi
2 In this paper, we use Tx to refer transmitter node and Rx to refer receiver node. Scheduled WiFi is the notion of making WiFi nodes transmit according to an order specified in a target schedule S. For the work in this paper, we define a metric called adherence, adh, to measure how well the WiFi nodes track the prescribed schedule. The transmission pattern of WiFi nodes is T = {t 0 , · · · , t m−1 }, where t i can be a successful transmission ((tx i , rx i )) or a transmission without ACK (Col). We partition T into several regions {T (Fig. 3) as a separator. The adherence
where HCC is the hamming cross-correlation function. Note that adh ≥ 0, and adh = 1 means perfect adherence.
The ability to make nodes transmit while following a prescribed schedule has many benefits as outlined in Section 1. Specifically, the benefits center around predictability of service, efficiency under heavy load conditions, and weighted differentiation when applications and services require different resource allocations. More generically, once nodes in a network can be made to follow a schedule, any MAC problem (e.g. energy-efficient scheduling, transport-layer aware scheduling, usage-based scheduling, etc.) can now be solved in a much easier fashion, since only a centralized solution to the problem needs to be constructed. The output of the centralized scheduler is simply furnished to the network nodes that then achieve that schedule. 
Related Works
It is possible to achieve scheduled WiFi using a purely centralized MAC protocol such as the point coordination function (PCF) [1] or Soft-TDMAC [3] . However, these protocols require queue status of nodes or use polling for scheduling. They either assume that nodes always transmit or incur large overheads in collecting queue status from all the nodes. Also, the protocols require tight time synchronization for good efficiency, adding to the burden on the network operations. On the other hand, the requirement of time synchronization for LWT is the same as that of the 802.11 standard. Thus, general WiFi nodes can support LWT's required time synchronization level.
Hybrid MAC protocols that try to schedule WiFi transmissions have also been proposed more recently: CENTAUR [7] , Chain [8] , and DOMINO [9] . For example, CENTAUR schedules certain conflict links to avoid collisions generated by hidden terminals. However, it only controls downlink traffic. Chain [8] , on the other hand, only schedules uplink traffic.
DOMINO [9] is an approach that has some properties similar to that of LWT. Both approaches utilize relative scheduling to workaround the tight time synchronization requirement. In order to efficiently collect queue information from all nodes, DOMINO uses the sub-carriers of WiFi. LWT also relies on subcarriers for its flash signals [10] . DOMINO uses Gold codes [11] while LWT utilizes flash signals. However, there are three main differences between LWT and DOMINO in the context of a single collision domain: (i) DOMINO exactly follows the schedule specified by the central entity. DOMINO collects queue information from all the nodes and updates the schedule frequently. It is thus impacted by the delay between the central entity and APs. The collection of queue information also incurs non-negligible overhead. On the other hand, LWT doesn't need any queue information and can dynamically adjust the slot usage without help from the central entity.
(ii) The schedule decision of DOMINO is restricted by the network topology. This increases the schedule design complexity. On the other hand, LWT can support any schedule decision. LWT also saves on the overheads involved in gathering network-wide topology information. (iii) DOMINO cannot handle hidden terminal problems under certain scenarios while LWT can handle all scenarios in a single collision domain. We illustrate this difference further in Section 4.
Scope and Challenges
The focus of this paper is on WiFi networks in a single collision domain, in which any two simultaneous transmissions cause a collision. WiFi network deployments typically have auto-channel-selection mechanisms (3 to 12 orthogonal channels depending upon the spectrum used). For a given channel, most networks are practically either in a single collision domain or are totally disconnected, and hence can operate independently. We discuss how to extend LWT for multiple collision domains in Section 3.5.4 briefly, but leave its in-depth exploration for future work.
Thus, the problem addressed by this paper can be stated as follows. Consider a multi-cell WiFi network containing n nodes in a single collision domain. The central controller decides a target schedule S, which is delivered to all nodes. Having S, how can the nodes achieve scheduled WiFi efficiently? We present below a list of non-trivial challenges that need to be addressed by any scheduled WiFi solution:
Non-backlogged Nodes: A common problem in scheduled WiFi is to deal with non-backlogged nodes. When nodes do not always have packets to transmit, it is hard to determine whether to schedule the node. While collecting queue status from all the nodes is one solution to the problem, this collection incurs non-negligible overheads and delays, especially when there are a large number of APs or large delays between the APs and the central controller. Thus, it is desirable to deal with non-backlogged nodes without collecting queue status.
Decodability vs. Detectability: The WiFi PHY layer uses multiple rates for data transmissions. Thus, overheard packets cannot always be decoded correctly. This prevents nodes from fully relying on information from overheard transmissions. To deliver control-plane information, one possible solution is to use extra signals or control frames, which in turn increases overheads. Hence, it is desirable to construct a solution to tackle such non-decodable scenarios while incurring minimal overheads.
Partial Connectivity: Due to any partial connectivity caused by network topology or obstacles, hidden terminals exist even in single collision domains. A well-known solution for the hidden terminal problem in WiFi is the exchange of RTS/CTS before data transmissions. However, RTS/CTS introduce considerable overheads. Also, the mechanism cannot solve unfairness problems under certain scenarios (we illustrate this in Section 3.4). Thus, it is desirable to achieve scheduled WiFi even in the presence of hidden terminals.
Backward Compatibility: Since it is unrealistic that all devices in a target deployment can be updated, backward compatibility is an important property of any newly designed MAC protocols. Some MAC protocols (e.g., DOMINO [9] ) deal with legacy nodes by separating their transmissions into different time period. This introduces delay for legacy nodes and requires extra control overheads. It is thus desirable to construct a solution that allow legacy nodes to operate normally without additional overheads and delay.
Sleeping Nodes: WiFi radios can be put to sleep to conserve energy. Nodes whose radios were put to sleep need to be able to rejoin the network and sync with the schedule dynamically. A naive solution is to use a fixed duration for each transmission (e.g., DOMINO [9] ), so that nodes can use the time elapsed to estimate the current schedule slot after sleeping. However, WiFi supports multiple rates for data transmissions, and packet sizes can vary for different S s0 s1 sk-1 sj (txa,rxa) (txb,rxb) Pos current schedule slot (txb,rxb) applications. The fixed transmission times require packet aggregation and fragmentation, which in turn introduces extra delays. Hence, it is desirable to address sleeping while allowing for different transmission durations. Schedule Changes: It is also important to allow for changes in the target schedule. Unicasting the schedule to each node on any update is reliable but introduces large overheads. Broadcasting the schedule is efficient but can cause problems if the schedule is not delivered reliably to some nodes. Thus, it is desirable to design a solution that allows for updates to the target schedule.
In the following section, we start with an idealized scenario that does not have several of the above challenges, and then progress systematically in presenting a solution that addresses all the challenges.
LWT: SCHEDULED-WIFI
USING DISTRIBUTED CONTENTION
Baseline algorithm
Consider a simple scenario with a fully connected topology, in which overheard packets can be successfully decoded and nodes are always backlogged. Under this scenario, we introduce the baseline algorithm of LWT, LWT-Baseline.
From Centralized Scheduling to Distributed Contention
Scheduled WiFi is achieved by centralized scheduling protocols through the following steps in each node: i) access to the target schedule , ii) get the current schedule slot, iii) trigger a specific transmission, iv) know when the current transmission ends, v) adjust to the next schedule slot, and get back to step iii). Similarly, LWT achieves scheduled WiFi through the following steps in each node: i) receive the broadcast of the target schedule, ii) use "position synchronization" to get the current schedule slot, iii) reuse backoff mechanism for self-triggering, iv) track transmission completions, v) move the "position pointer" to the next schedule slot, and get back to step iii). Below, we describe the detail of each step in LWT.
i) Broadcast of Schedule
In LWT, APs broadcast the target schedule S to all nodes. S can be put into a beacon every few seconds. Broadcasting generates negligible overheads , which is: k×48×2 R b ×Tp (the time percentage used to transmit S), where 48 is the length of a MAC address, k is the length of S, R b is the sending rate of beacons, and T p is the period of updating S. Consider R b = 6Mbps, k = 100, and T p = 1s, the overhead of broadcasting S is only 0.2%. However, broadcasting is unreliable and can cause problem if the schedule is not reliably delivered to some nodes. We will deal with this issue in Section 3.5.3 when considering the problem of change to schedule.
ii) Position Synchronization
In order to follow a schedule, nodes need to know the current schedule slot. In LWT, this is achieved by synchronization in a schedule position pointer Pos. Each node in the network maintains a schedule pointer Pos that points to a position (0 to k − 1) in the schedule; the next position where Pos points to is the current schedule slot (Fig. 4) .
Pos synchronization is achieved by transmission overhearing. Initially, nodes perform random backoff as in DCF. Once a node wins the contention and finishes a transmission successfully, all nodes learn the MAC addresses of the Rx and Tx of this transmission through overhearing. Then, all nodes find the smallest position of this transmission in S, and set Pos to that position. For example, in Fig. 4 , the smallest position of link (tx b ,rx b ) is 1. Matching a link to the smallest position avoids ambiguity when a link is scheduled multiple times 3 . Pos synchronization gives all nodes a common current schedule slot. After the first synchronization, it is sufficient to maintain Pos synchronization by incrementing the position of Pos after each transmission. Note that since DCF requires nodes to always listen to the channel for the backoff mechanism, nodes can track the start and end time of schedule slot. Also, the active listening time of LWT is the same as that of DCF.
Algorithm 1 illustrates the Pos synchronization of LWTBaseline. Assume that a target schedule S = {s 0 , · · · , s k−1 } is known to all nodes in the network. Nodes record the most recent transmission r 0 (Can be its own transmission or an overheard transmission). r 0 ∈ {s i } Col, where Col represents a transmission without ACK. Nodes update Pos according to r 0 and a synchronization state ST. There are two states of ST: RAND and SYNC. Initially, ST is RAND. If r 0 is N ull (never heard any transmissions) or Col, nodes set ST to RAND and Pos to N ull. If r 0 ∈ {s i } and ST is RAND, which means there is no Pos synchronization before this transmission, nodes set Pos to the smallest position matching r 0 in S and set ST to SYNC. If r 0 ∈ {s i } and ST is SYNC, nodes simply increment the position of Pos by 1 (line 8).
iii) Self-Triggering
The backoff mechanism is used to trigger the transmission of the current scheduled link. Note that, as mentioned in Section 2.1, since nodes need to freeze the backoff timer once the channel becomes busy, nodes constantly listen to the channel when counting down the backoff number. Thus, once a new transmission is overheard, a node freezes the backoff timer, updates Pos, and determines a new backoff number according to the state ST. If ST is SYNC, it uses Pos to find the current schedule slot. If the node is scheduled in the current schedule slot, it sets the backoff number to 0. Otherwise, it sets a large backoff number and waits for Pos update. If ST is RAND, the node carries out random backoff as DCF.
iv) Transmission Completions
Nodes need to learn the completion of the current transmission to start the next transmission in schedule. In DCF, nodes always track the completion of each transmission in order to start the backoff mechanism. LWT utilizes the same mechanism to track transmission completions.
v) The Next Schedule Slot
In LWT, nodes go to the next schedule slot simply by incrementing the position of P os by 1.
Efficiency Estimation
We give a brief efficiency estimation of LWT-Baseline by estimating the overhead caused by collisions and packet errors. Assume the success of transmissions when n nodes contend using DCF are independent Bernoulli trials, and P col is the probability of having a collision (failure) for each trial. In LWT-Baseline, one successful transmission achieves Pos synchronization and avoids collisions. Thus, the average overhead caused by collision in m transmissions is
That is, the overhead is 0 in long term when there is no packet error. Assume P err is the packet error rate. The overhead caused by packet errors and collisions in DCF is O err_col = (1 − P col )P err + P col ; this overhead in LWT-Baseline is
. Considering P err = 1% and P col = 15%, O err_col = 15.85% in DCF, and O err_col ≤ 1.18% in LWT-Baseline.
Limitations of Baseline algorithm
Even though LWT-Baseline achieves scheduled WiFi efficiently, it is limited to simple scenarios where nodes are al- ways backlogged and transmissions can always be overheard and decoded. As mentioned in Section 2, we will consider other practical issues sequentially in the following subsections.
Work conservation with non-backlogged nodes
In this section, we consider scenarios with non-backlogged nodes. As mentioned in Section 2, it is hard to determine the schedule when nodes do not always transmit. However, collecting queue status from all nodes brings overheads and delays. We introduce a work-conserving mechanism in LWT (LWT-WC), which utilizes the carrier sense/clear channel assessment (CS/CCA) mechanism of WiFi to automatically release unused resources to other nodes when the scheduled node doesn't transmit.
CS/CCA of WiFi
The core insight of LWT-WC lies in the CS/CCA mechanism of WiFi. WiFi packets contain a PLCP preamble in the beginning for synchronization. It is also used for CS/CCA to identify the start of a transmission through auto-correlation or cross-correlation. The IEEE 802.11 standard specifies that an OFDM transmission at a receive level no less than the minimum sensitivity (-82dBm for 20MHz channel) shall cause CS/CCA to indicate channel busy with a probability over 90% within 4 µs (for 20MHz channel) [1] . This timing is sufficient for nodes to identify the start of a transmission within a backoff slot (9 µs). Fig. 5 gives a detailed illustration. A node starts to transmit at the beginning of a backoff slot if its backoff timer expires. The propagation delay is around 1 µs, and nodes take 4 µs to identify the start of a transmission. If a transmission is detected, nodes hold the backoff timer. If no transmission is detected, since the receive to transmit turnaround time of a node is less than 2 µs [1], it is sufficient for a node to prepare to transmit in the beginning of the next backoff slot if its backoff timer expires. Utilizing the ability of identifying the start of a transmission within a backoff slot (which is an ability required by IEEE 802.11 standard [1] ), LWT-WC classify schedule slots into different types according to the timing of the start of the transmission.
Work-Conserving
Classifying Schedule Slots
LWT-WC classifies slots into two types: "sync slot" and "rand slot." If the current scheduled node transmits, it is identified as a sync slot. Otherwise, this slot becomes a rand slot, and all nodes can contend for this slot using DCF. The identification of sync slot and rand slot is automatically carried out with CS/CCA and backoff mechanism. In LWT-WC, when nodes are not scheduled in the current schedule slot, they pick a random backoff number ≥ 1. Since the current scheduled node sets backoff number to zero, nodes identify the start of a transmission within the first backoff slot if the current scheduled node transmits. Otherwise, if there is no transmission starting within the first backoff slot, nodes continue to backoff and this slot becomes a rand slot.
Experimental Validation of Work-Conserving
We set up WiFi communications using WARP [12] to validate the core insight of LWT-WC. In our experiment, one node acts as Tx and transmits unicast packets to the other node, which acts as Rx and tries to figure out which slot the Tx uses. We evaluate slot identification rate when the Tx always transmits in sync slots and when the Tx always transmits in rand slots. When transmitting in rand slots, the Tx sets backoff number to one, which creates the smallest time difference between rand slots and sync slots. Fig. 6 shows the correct identification rate of both scenarios under different receive power. The experiment result shows that it is reliable (over 98% correctness) to use CS/CCA to identify a sync slot and a rand slot. In Fig. 6 , the identification rate when Tx transmits in sync slot goes down to 98% when the receive power is -64dBm. It is because that the probability of CS/CCA correctly indicating channel busy becomes lower in low receive power. If CS/CCA fails to identify the transmission in the first backoff slot, the sync slot is wrongly identified as a rand slot.
Algorithm
Algorithm 2 illustrates the P os synchronization and selftriggering mechanism of LWT-WC. Nodes record a parameter w t , which is the waiting time between the current transmission and the previous transmission, and a parameter w t_thd . If the previous transmission is Col, w t_thd is set to (EIFS +SlotT ime/2), where EIFS is the interframe space after an erroneous transmission [1] and SlotT ime is the time duration of a backoff slot; otherwise, w t_thd is set to (DIFS +SlotT ime/2). Transmissions in rand slots won't trigger reset of ST even if it is a collision Col. That is, if there is a collision in a rand slot, ST will remain the same value, and if ST is SYNC, nodes simply increase P os by one (line 9). When nodes are not scheduled in the current schedule slot, they pick a random backoff number b ≥ 1.
Efficiency Estimation
Implementing work-conserving mechanism can increase the overhead of LWT since the rand slots can have larger backoff slots and collisions. As estimated in Section 3.1.2, the overhead caused by packet errors and collisions in DCF is O err_col = (1 − P col )P err + P col ; this overhead in LWTBaseline is ≤ P err × 1 1−P col . The overhead of LWT-WC is the linear combination of the overhead of DCF and LWTBaseline, weighted by the time portion of the rand slots and sync slots. When the traffic load is high, the channel efficiency of LWT-WC approaches that of LWT-Baseline, which is near-optimal. When the traffic load is low, the channel efficiency of LWT-WC approaches that of DCF, which is efficient enough in low traffic load.
Decodability vs. Detectability
In this section, we consider scenarios in which overheard transmissions cannot be decoded. As mentioned in Sec. 2, nodes sometimes can not get information from overheard transmissions. However, using extra signals/control frames introduces overheads. Although nodes in LWT only need the Tx and Rx addresses of the first successful transmission for P os synchronization, re-synchronization can be triggered by change of schedule, sleeping nodes, new nodes, transmission errors, and collisions. Identifying the addresses of transmissions in sync slots is important under those re-synchronization situations. Thus, we introduce a conditional Viterbi algorithm in LWT (LWT-CV) to help nodes identify addresses of a transmission when it cannot be decoded.
Theoretical Error Rate of Identifying Addresses
The core insight of conditional Viterbi algorithm is: instead of consider all decode paths, consider only a subset of decode paths when decoding 4 . Since the target schedule S contains addresses of all nodes in the network, we 4 Please find the definition of decode path in Chapter 10. can consider only the n addresses in S rather than all MAC addresses, which reduces the number of decode paths from 2.8 × 10
14 to n (the number of nodes), which practically is less than 50 in a single collision domain. The large reduction of number of decode paths greatly increases the distance between paths and also restricts the possibility of errors to only certain bits, thus the error rate decreases significantly.
Conditional Viterbi Algorithm
Convolutional Code
WiFi uses convolutional code for channel coding. Convolutional code [13] is an error-correcting code . Small bit errors can be recovered by observing the whole sequence. The encoder can be viewed as a finite-state machine.
Decoding with an Address Tree
Viterbi algorithm is an optimal algorithm for decoding convolutional codes. It utilizes dynamic programming to find the decode path with minimum distance. Conditional Viterbi algorithm is based on Viterbi algorithm, but only considers certain decode paths. An address tree is built according to addresses in S, and only the decode paths in the address tree are considered.
Algorithm
Algorithm 3 illustrates the conditional Viterbi Algorithm, where tree is the address tree built according to addresses in S. Each time the received/overheard transmission can not be decoded, conditional Viterbi algorithm is used to identify the Rx and Tx addresses. A parameter, tree_state, is used to trace the current location in the address tree. tree_state is set to the root of address tree at the first bit of each address (line 12). Then, only the input that has a path in the tree will be considered when decoding (line 15).
Evaluation of Conditional Viterbi Algorithm
We use Matlab simulation to evaluate conditional Viterbi Algorithm. In the simulation, m MAC addresses are randomly generated. For each of the m addresses, another address that has different last 4 bits to it is generated. (Note that for each address, there is another address having the same first 44 bits.) From the 2m addresses, two addresses are randomly selected. Transmissions containing the two addresses and random payload are received though an AWGN channel with different SNR. Fig. 7(a) 35: end function address identification error rate of conditional Viterbi algorithm when the transmission rate is 54Mbps (64-QAM with 3/4 coding rate) with 2m = 50 and 2m = 20. Only the least robust rate is shown to keep the graph clear. The identification error rate of other rates are smaller than that of 54Mbps. The packet error rate of 6Mbps (Pkt 6Mbps) and 54Mbps (Pkt 54Mbps) are also shown as references. The error rate of choosing the addresses in S that has minimum distance to the decoded addresses of Viterbi algorithm, which is the "minDiff" in figures, is also presented. As indicated in figures, conditional Viterbi algorithm greatly decreases the identification error rate of addresses.
Partial Connectivity
In this section, we consider scenarios in which some transmissions cannot be overheard, causing hidden terminals problems. RTS/CTS is a famous solution for hidden terminal problems. However, it introduces considerable overheads and has unfairness problems in certain scenarios. Thus, we propose a transparent transmissions mechanism in LWT (LWT-TT) to deal with hidden terminal problems in a single collision domain.
Hidden Terminal Problem in a Single Collision Domain
We define a single collision domain as "a set of links in A well-known solution for hidden terminal is exchanging RTS/CTS before a data transmission. However, RTS/CTS introduces extra 116 µs to each transmission. Consider a packet of 1500bytes transmitting in 54Mbps, the overhead caused by RTS/CTS is 26%. Also, RTS/CTS can not solve unfairness problems in HtNRx scenarios. In Fig. 8(c) , it is very hard for node D to win a contention. Since the transmission of node B interferes the reception of node C, but the transmission of node D does not interfere reception of node A or B, RTS transmitted from node D to node C can be corrupted by node A or B easily. Also, since node D can not hear the RTS/CTS of node A and B, it can keep retransmitting RTS while any of the 2 nodes are transmitting. This makes node D use unnecessary large backoff numbers.
In order for LWT to gain Pos synchronization, the start and end time of a transmission need to be learned by all nodes in the single collision domain. We first declare that "if every node that hears a transmission, broadcasts the information of this transmission, all nodes in a single collision domain can get the information of this transmission." The proof of this statement is simple. If there is a node that can not get the information of a transmission, this means that all of its Rx cannot hear this transmission, thus this node actually can transmit without interfering with the on-going transmission, which contradicts the definition of a single collision domain. Below, we use this statement and introduce the transparent transmissions mechanism.
Transparent Transmissions
In order to pass the transmission information to all nodes in the single collision domain, we propose a mechanism named transparent transmissions. When a node receives or overhear a transmission, it transmits a special signal, tt_Start, to indicate the start of a transmission. After the transmission is finished, the node transmits during SIFS another special signal, tt_End, indicating the end of this transmission. Fig. 9 illustrates the time line of a transparent transmission. Nodes receive tt_Start and tt_End can use the timing of these signals to estimate the start and end time of the current transmission. Since all nodes that hear the current transmission transmit those signals, all nodes in the single collision domain learn the start and end time of the current transmission. Transparent transmissions needs to satisfy the following conditions: i) when overlapping with data packets, the special signal can be easily identified under low SNR without extra hardware requirements, ii) the transmission of the special signal can not disturb the reception of data packets, and iii) the reception of special signal can not disturb the reception of data packets.
Flash Signal
We use flash signals introduced by Flashback [10] as the special signal in transparent transmissions 5 . Flash signals are sinusoids with frequency equal to a certain subcarrier of the current Wi-Fi channel, and with duration equal to a OFDM symbol (4µs). Since flash signals can use any of the 36 subcarriers in a WiFi channel, there are at least 36 different flash signals, and transparent transmissions only use 2 of them for tt_Start and tt_End. Since the Fourier transform of a sinusoidal wave is delta functions, as evaluated in the experiments of Flashback [10] , flash signals can be detected easily by simple peak detection algorithm without extra hardware requirements (the transmit/detect of flash signals can be achieved through software/firmware changes by reusing OFDM DSP blocks.). The ease of detection guarantees the robustness of transparent transmissions. Still, packet receptions won't be disturbed by flash signals as long as the flash rate is less than 50,000 flashes per second.
Switch to Transmit while Receiving
Due to the half-duplex property of WiFi radios, a node can not transmit a flash signal while receiving. Thus, we introduce a "switch to transmit while receiving" mechanism for nodes to transmit flash signals while receiving. A tt_padding, which contains only zeros, is inserted after the PHY header of each packet. After receiving the PHY header of a packet, a node switches to transmit tt_Start, and then switch back to continue receiving. Since the received portion that missed due to transmitting tt_Start is tt_padding, the packet can be received successfully. tt_padding also ensures that the reception of special signal does not disturb the reception of data packets. The length of tt_padding considers both switch time and signal transmission time. As will be shown in the experimental results in Section 3.4.3, we select the length of tt_padding based on the time synchronization requirement of IEEE 802.11 [1] . 
Transmit during SIFS
In order to inform other nodes the end of the current transmission, another flash signal, tt_End, is transmitted after the DATA transmission is finished. Nodes utilize the SIFS duration between DATA and ACK to transmit tt_End. Since SIFS is 10µs, the duration of tt_End is 4µs, and the receive to transmit turnaround time is smaller than 2µs, the time duration of SIFS is quite sufficient for transmitting tt_End.
Experimental Validation of Transparent Transmissions
Experiments using WARP [12] are carried out to validate transparent transmissions. In the experiment, a Tx generates a preamble following random data bits using 300 OFDM symbols. After receiving the preamble from the Tx, a Rx switches to transmit mode and transmits a sine wave (represents tt_Start) for 4µs. After this transmission, the Rx switches back to receive mode and keep receiving. Fig. 10 shows a received signal wave with 2 different scales; the unit of x-axis is 2.5e-8 seconds. There is a small duration (around 8µs) of "no received signal" when the Rx switches to transmit. Table 1 shows the summary of the results. The duration of "switch to transmit" measured by WARP is : (avg: 8.7µs, max: 9µs, min: 8µs). Since the duration of one OFDM symbol is 4µs, "switch to transmit" usually damages reception of 3 OFDM symbols. The total number of error symbols in the 300 symbols is: (avg: 3.2, max: 5, min: 2). Since the symbol error can be caused by channel noise, it is more accurate to estimate the damage using time duration. According to the experiment results, we use 3 OFDM symbols (12µs) for tt_padding. The Pos synchronization and self-triggering of LWT-TT is similar to that of LWT-WC, only with small differences.
Algorithm
For self-triggering, every node maintains a record of "overheard nodes." Initially, a node assumes that it can not overhear any node and update this record as it starts to overhear transmissions. If the Tx of current schedule slot is recorded as "can not overhear," the node waits extra 24µs after DIFS for possible flash signals. Otherwise, the self-triggering is the same as that of LWT-WC.
For ease of Pos synchronization, since transparent transmissions only carry information of the start and end time of a transmission, there are 2 unknown information: i) if ACK is transmitted, and ii) the Rx and Tx addresses of the transmission. Again, nodes utilize the "overheard nodes" record. If the Rx of the transmission cannot be heard, nodes assume that ACK is transmitted and will not reset its ST to RAND. If the Tx of the transmission cannot be heard, nodes stay in RAND when ST is RAND, and increase Pos by 1 if ST is SYNC. (Note that nodes still can use timing to identify sync slots and rand slots.)
A new state of ST, tempSYNC, is introduced for ease of Pos synchronization. If nodes hear sync slots while its ST is RAND, it tries to synchronize using those sync slots. However, if the number of overheard sync slots is not enough for a node to figure out the position of P os, a node can synchronize to itself and switches its ST from RAND to tempSYNC when it has the first successful transmission in a rand slot. When ST is tempSYNC, nodes setup its Pos (match to its own successful transmission) and transmit in its scheduled slots indicated by its Pos. If the transmissions (transmit using sync slots) in the scheduled slots succeed, nodes switch its ST from tempSYNC to SYNC after a schedule duration. Otherwise, if any collision happens in the sync slots, ST is switched from tempSYNC to RAND.
On the other hand, if a collision happens in a sync slot, a node will not directly switch from SYNC to RAND. It first switches from SYNC to tempSYNC for a schedule duration. If a collision happens in a sync slot again when ST is temp-SYNC, it switches from tempSYNC to RAND. Fig. 11 shows the state diagram of ST. The rest of the algorithm is same as that of LWT-WC.
Efficiency Estimation
The protocol overhead of transparent transmissions is the extra time duration of tt_padding in a packet. Assuming a 1500byte packet transmitting in 54Mbps, the overhead caused by tt_padding (12µs) is only 3%, and this overhead decreases as the transmission rate becomes lower. Comparing to the 26% overhead caused by RTS/CTS, transparent transmissions is much more efficient.
Other challenges and considerations
Supporting backward compatibility
LWT is backward compatible, and can operate with legacy nodes without separating them to a different time duration. Legacy nodes can transmit in rand slots, in which all nodes operate DCF. If the traffic load from legacy nodes is high, the central controller can schedule special legacy-only slots that LWT nodes won't contend for. Although the probability of legacy nodes disturbing sync slots is non-zero, this probability decrease exponentially due to the exponential grow of the contention window (cw) in DCF. For example, the probability of a legacy node disturbing a sync slot is 6% (the probability of a legacy node selecting zero as its backoff number with cw=15) in the first time, 3% (cw=31) for the second time, and becomes less than 1.5% (cw≥63) after the third time. The tempSYNC state also helps LWT nodes to be more robust against disturbance.
If there are legacy nodes that can not overhear the current transmission, the Tx will use a tt_padding of 13 OFDM symbols and the Rs transmits CTS (44 µs) with tt_Start during the tt_padding. The disturbing probability, which also decreases exponentially, is 18% in this situation (the probability of a legacy node selecting a backoff number ≤2, which leads to a backoff time ≤ 22µs).
LWT can also use PIFS, an IFS shorter than DIFS, in sync slot to decrease the disturbing probability. PIFS is used by APs and non-AP nodes under PCF, in which the behavior of non-AP nodes is under control of the AP. Since the behavior of nodes in sync slots is also under control of the central controller, it is reasonable to allow nodes to use PIFS in sync slots.
In LWT, nodes need information of all MAC addresses in the network for LWT-CV. Since all legacy nodes need to associate with an AP, the MAC addresses of legacy nodes can be collected by APs and give to all nodes the same way as the target schedule S. Nodes can also collect legacy MAC addresses by learning from overhearing.
Sleeping nodes
LWT nodes lose Pos synchronization after sleeping since they cannot overhear transmissions during sleeping. As mentioned in Section 2, using fixed duration for each transmission can make sleeping nodes keep Pos synchronization. However, fixed transmission time requires packet aggregation and fragmentation, which introduces extra delays. Thus, instead of using fixed duration for each transmission, sleeping nodes achieve Pos synchronization by overhearing sync slots or synchronizing to itself through tempSYNC state (Fig. 11) . Once a node wakes up from sleeping, it operates DCF until it hears enough sync slots to identify the position of Pos. However, if the node didn't hear any sync slots for a schedule duration, it switches to tempSYNC state when it successfully finishes a transmission in a rand slot (synchronizes to itself). If the later transmissions in sync slots succeed, nodes switches to SYNC state after a schedule duration. Otherwise, if any collision happens in sync slots, ST is switched from tempSYNC to RAND.
Schedule updates and membership changes
The target schedule is determined by the central controller using scheduling algorithms such as [15] . The target schedule is broadcasted by APs periodically. Although broadcasting is efficient, it is not reliable. Transmitting following different schedules can cause collisions in sync slots. Thus, LWT requires a mechanism that quickly indicates the update of S. The update of S is indicated by another flash signal, S_update, transmitted by APs along with DATA or ACK. Since flash signals can be transmitted frequently (50,000 flashes per second) without disturbing receptions, and can be identified even when colliding with other flash signals, nodes learn the update of S quickly and reliably. Once receive S_update, nodes operate DCF until they overhear the new S. Thus, although there might be some delay of getting the new S, nodes won't disturb sync slots once they receive S_update.
When a node wants to join the network, it operates DCF until overhearing S from APs. New nodes get P os synchronization the same way as sleeping nodes. Each AP maintains a client list and periodically sent it to the central controller for updating S.
Multiple collision domains
So far, we propose algorithms for WiFi networks in a single collision domain. It is possible to extend them for multiple collision domains, but it is beyond the scope of this paper. The main idea is using different flash signals to delivery transmission information of different collision domains. There are 36 subcarriers that can be used by flash signals and LWT only needs 2 for each collision domain. In multiple collision domains, multiple transmissions can be scheduled in the current schedule slot. Nodes increase P os by one only after confirming the end of transmissions of all collision domains in the current schedule slot. This can be learned by either overhearing or receiving flash signals. We leave the in-depth exploration of multiple collision domains for future work.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate LWT using real-time experiments and ns-3 simulations [16].
Experimental Evaluation
We implement LWT in a software defined radio platform: Wireless open-Access Research Platform (WARP) v3. WARP As shown in Fig. 12 , we set up 3 WARP nodes in a fully connected topology. One acts as AP and the other 2 act as STAs. The experiment is set up in an indoor environment using 802.11a in 5.18 GHz channel with 54Mbps data transmission rate. We use iperf to generate traffic on the 2 uplinks and 2 downlinks. Each link is scheduled once in S. Table 2 shows the throughput of LWT and DCF from experimental evaluation. Comparing to DCF, LWT gives better throughput and fairness. Due to the low contention (only 3 nodes), the difference in throughput is not large. The two uplinks (link 2 and 4) have slightly better throughput in DCF. It is because DCF roughly gives each node the same access rate, which gives each node approximately Although there are only 3 nodes in the WARP-based evaluation, it proves that: (i) the schedule tracking, slot start/end time tracking, and CS/CCA mechanisms all work harmonically under LWT design to achieve better system throughput and fairness. (ii) This implementation is done without special time synchronization mechanism or hardware change support, which proves that LWT requires only the time synchronization level of 802.11 standard and can be implemented with only software/firmware changes. We would also like to point out that other features of LWT, such as slot identifications and Transparent transmissions, though not be evaluated under the three-node experiment setting, have been evaluated through other WARP experiments in previous sections.
We take these experiment results as a proof of concept of implementing LWT and evaluate the performance of LWT in more complicated situations using ns-3 simulations.
Simulation Based Evaluation
We present the performance evaluation of LWT, DOMINO, DCF, and DCF with RTS/CTS (DCF/RTS) using ns-3 simulation. Table 3 shows the simulation parameters, which follows 802.11g. In all scenarios, traffic is generated on all uplinks and downlinks, and each link is scheduled once in S.
We first evaluate the performance of each mechanism under fully connected topology (no exposed terminals and no hidden terminals). Scenarios with and without non-backlogged nodes are both considered. Then, the performance of each mechanism is evaluated under the 2 types of hidden terminal scenarios: HtRx and HtNRx.
Saturated traffic in fully connected topologies
We set up fully connected topologies with saturated traffic using different number of APs. Each AP has 2 clients. We consider different number of nodes since there can be a large diversity in node density in practice. Fig. 13(a) measures the throughput of LWT, DOMINO, DCF, and DCF/RTS. Due to transmitting according to a schedule and thus avoiding collisions, DOMINO and LWT achieves much higher throughput than DCF and DCF/RTS. DCF performs worse as the number of APs increases because of increasing contention. DCF/RTS performs worse than DCF in low contention scenarios since RTS/CTS generates large overhead, and performs better than DCF in high contention scenarios since RTS/CTS successfully decreases the overhead of collisions. Since DOMINO requires each AP to poll its clients for queue information periodically, the throughput of DOMINO slightly decreases as the number of AP increases. Fig. 13(b) shows the average packet delay, which is the time between a packet's arrival at the queue and the time it is successfully transmitted. DCF and DCF/RTS have higher delay due to larger contention time and more collisions. As the number of APs increases, delay increases due to longer schedule in LWT and DOMINO. Fig. 13 (c) presents the adherence of each mechanisms. Since DCF and DCF/RTS does random backoff, their adherence is very low. LWT and DOMINO follow the schedule almost perfectly. Fig. 13(d) measures fairness, and all 4 mechanisms can provide good fairness in fully connected topologies.
Non-backlogged nodes in fully connected topologies
In this section, we consider scenarios with non-backlogged nodes. We use dynamic on/off traffic in a fully connected topology with 2 APs, each with 5 STAs. We consider different traffic dynamic since there can be a large diversity in traffic patterns/loads in practice. The on/off duration of traffic is randomly determined by each link during each on/off switch, and the range of randomness is changed from 100ms to 2000ms. Fig. 14(a) shows the throughput of each mechanism under different range of traffic on/off duration. The randomness of traffic doesn't affect DCF and DCF/RTS. As the range of traffic on/off duration increases, the average number of nonbacklogged nodes increases. Throughput of LWT slightly decreases by cause of increase in rand slots, which have larger backoff time and collisions. Throughput of DOMINO decreases due to missing schedules; that is, nodes cannot get scheduled quickly when it starts to get packets in queue, and also can be scheduled while its traffic already enter the off period. This situation becomes more severe as the delay between the central controller and APs increases (the simulation setting of this delay is only 250 µs).
The packet delay of each mechanism is presented in Fig.  14(b) . The delay decreases as the average number of nonbacklogged nodes increases. Again, LWT and DOMINO performs better than DCF and DCF/RTS. Fig. 14(c) measures the adherence of different mechanisms. Note that when calculating adherence, rand slots are always considered as slots that successfully follow the schedule if the current scheduled link does not have packet to transmit. Again, DCF and DCF/RTS have very low adherence whereas LWT and DOMINO follow the schedule strictly.
Instead of showing fairness, which is not very meaningful in dynamic traffic (each link has different traffic load), the minimum throughput among all links is presented in Figure 14(d) . LWT gives the highest minimum throughput, and there is no starvation in any of the mechanisms.
Hidden terminals in a single collision domain
Although the probability of occurrence is not high, it is important to deal with hidden terminals. In CENTAUR [7] , the observed ratio of hidden terminals is around 33% to 36%. More importantly, once hidden terminal problems happen, the performance degradation brought by it can be tremendous. In Jigsaw [17] , it was proposed that "co-channel interference from hidden terminals is likely the dominate cause of interference." Thus, we analyze the performance of different mechanisms in the presence of hidden terminals (HT). We set up two types of scenarios, HtRx (Fig. 8(b) ) and HtNRx (Fig. 8(c) ). All the topologies contains 2 APs, each has 5 STAs.
Hiddern Terminal (HtRx) Fig. 15(a), 15(b) , 15(c), and 15(d) present the throughput, packet delay, adherence, and fairness of each mechanism in HtRx scenarios. Both LWT and DOMINO are not affected by hidden terminals. As the number of hidden terminals increases, throughput of DCF dramatically decreases due to collisions, which also increases the packet delay. Throughput of DCF/RTS performs better than DCF, but it still slightly decreases when the number of hidden terminals increases. With large number of hidden terminals, DCF and DCF/RTS cannot achieve good fairness.
Hiddern Terminal (HtNRx) Fig. 16(a), 16(b) , 16(c), and 16(d) present the throughput, maximum packet delay, adherence, and minimum throughput among all links of each mechanism in HtNRx scenarios. LWT is not affected by hidden terminals due to implementation of transparent transmissions.
As indicated in Fig. 16(d) , DOMINO, DCF, and DCF/RTS can have starvation under HtNRx scenarios.
In DOMINO, the transmission of a link is triggered by the previous scheduled links. A link can only be triggered if it can hear the Rx or Tx of the triggering link. If a scheduled link cannot be triggered by any of the previous scheduled links, it will be removed from the schedule and wait to be rescheduled by the central controller. In HtNRx, there are nodes that cannot hear the Rx and Tx of certain links. These nodes have less chances to be triggered by previous scheduled links, and thus get less chance to transmit. For example, in Fig. 8(c As illustrated in Sec. 3.4.1, DCF and DCF/RTS have unfairness problems under HtNRx scenarios since the transmission of certain nodes can be easily corrupted by some other nodes. For example, in Fig. 8(c) , transmission of node D can be corrupted by transmission of node A or B.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present LWT for realizing centralized WiFi scheduling using purely distributed operations. Mechanisms tackle practical challenges of non-backlogged nodes, decodability vs. detectability, hidden terminals, backward compatibility, sleeping nodes, and change to schedule are proposed. Using a WARP-based test-bed and ns-3, both experimental evaluations and simulation based analysis are carried out to evaluate LWT. Evaluation results show that LWT achieves better efficiency, delay, adherence, and fairness comparing to related works.
